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Abstract

Purpose – The outcomes of data-driven marketing are presumed to be superior but those outcomes are partly dependent on data inputs that are

accurate. This paper sets out to highlight problems associated with poor data quality.

Design/methodology/approach – The name of the author’s dog was substituted for that of the author on a single data collection form. Over a period

of 15 years, the direct mail sent to the author’s dog was collected and categorized.

Findings – Over a 15-year period, both reasonable and unexplainable changes in the content of the marketing effort were found. Analysis showed

some consistency but, over time, offers began to appear which showed that the database representation of the “individual” had taken on an interesting

life of its own.

Originality/value – Data are the fuel that drives the direct marketing engine. Yet that engine can sputter ineffectively if the fuel quality is inferior. Poor

data contain inaccuracies which limit the efficacy and increase the costs of direct marketing efforts. The issue of the data quality needs to be addressed

by those who utilize personal data in their efforts to target and communicate with consumers.
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During the early summer of 1994, I spent a lot of time

babysitting my infant son while my wife went back to work to

feed us. I was a newly minted PhD and off in August to start a

new career. In the meanwhile, cabin fever started to set in.

One Monday morning, as I gathered up the Sunday papers, I

noticed a free standing insert (an FSI in common jargon) with

a survey promising freebies and money-saving offers upon

completion. Since I thought I knew lots about surveys, I

looked it over carefully. Then, briefly allowing my ethical

standards to slip, I filled it out and I was not completely

truthful. Mea culpa.

For the most part, I provided veridical information about

myself, my tastes and preferences. Many of the questions

asked about members of the household, so it was easy to

answer honestly. But I used my dog Madison’s name and

gender. Since we both had allergies, I listed that as well. And

we were both big fans of peanut butter, so that went on the

frequently purchased list. Since we shared many activities –

running, hiking, domestic travel, watching sports on TV

(though she tended to doze off) – those all went into the

survey. The family had three people, a dog and certainly no

cats! Off it went in its very own mailer, though I had to put a

stamp on it. Not a bad deal for all the free bootie to come.

Madison’s heretofore blissful state of anonymity and

privacy was sacrificed to watch the sales of her name on

various mailing lists. But like many consumers, she did not

seem to be moved to take any prophylactic action to protect

herself (Norberg et al., 2007).

A few things actually did arrive. One of the first was a 55

cent coupon for diet soda. Not Madison’s favorite drink, but

it was something that could have been useful if we were soda

drinkers. Next came the allergy info from the pharmaceutical

industry. Consumer Directed Marketing at its finest, she was

instructed to ask her doctor (AKA vet?) about the wonders of

“a synthetic, trifluoronated glucocorticoid with anti-

inflammatory activity” ($5 rebate on a new prescription!).

Maddie received offers for Greek herbs, hydroponic garden

equipment, a leadership seminar for women for which she was

to be given “VIP status”, and the announcement that she had

been awarded “our $1,666,675.00 GRAND PRIZE.” But the

real big time was right around the corner; a bank and an

airline teamed up to offer her a credit card (and a companion

domestic ticket). Clearly, this was a Labrador who was going

places.
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And going places we did, though not as part of advertising

response. The family sold the house and moved to Rhode

Island so that I could become a productive member of society.

The direct mail took several months to track us down but it

came back with a fury. Now Maddie was getting frequent

credit card offers and plenty of get rich quick schemes. And

then there were the catalogs for birthday party decorations,

fancy coffee, books on tape, and Jewish religious supplies.

We moved again after a few years and the volume continued

to build. Now she was clearly in a better neighborhood.

Several luxury car companies offered her incentives for test

drives (something the author never gets even with same

address) and the metal on the credit cards continued to

become more precious: Gold, Platinum, Titanium! Casinos in

Atlantic City offered her special gold coins to use in their slot

machines (more get rich quick) and a famous pornographic

magazine offered her 12 issues for only $12. A major political

party solicited her input on important issues of the day

including whether she supported the President’s initiatives to

promote the safety and security of all Americans. (How could

she answer “NO”?) A VP of one of the biggest hotel chains in

the world sent her a Christmas card.

Maddie must have picked up an interest in the piano while

home alone during the day, because she was suddenly on the

list for several local universities who were trying to offload

their old Yamaha and Steinway pianos. Of course, with such

acute hearing, I suppose only the best will do.

As Madison slowed a bit during her latter years, some of the

offers were eerily accurate. After she retired from her work as

a pet therapist at a local hospital, she received a card from an

association representing retired citizens. As her vision began

to fail, she received an offer for laser eye surgery. A seniors

complex in Florida beckoned with a “retirement village unlike

any other”. If all the customers were like her, that would not

be just hyperbole.

In 2007, Madison left us for that big sunny porch in the sky.

She had had a great life. But her legacy continues to fill my

mail box. In the last week alone she received offers for a “pre-

approved” credit card, big savings on window and door

replacements, and travel insurance from a company that

recently was bailed out by the Federal government for the

second time. Given their sophisticated targeting, it is

surprising they are not better able to weather the storm.

So what went wrong?

First, there is the issue of falsification. I am not the first

consumer to provide less than accurate personal information.

Consumers may utilize falsification for reason of privacy or

for avoiding the risk of incurring future costs such as dealing

with unwanted communications or misuse of information

(Horne et al., 2007; Milne, 2003; Norberg and Horne,

2007). When falsification occurs, there is clearly a cost borne

by those who utilize the information for market modeling

and targeting.

Costs do not seem to be borne by the list owners but are

rather passed on to those purchasing the names and

addresses. The price per name is small and the diversity of

lists available obviously varies in terms of both price and

quality. One can only imagine her overloaded inbox had

Maddie somehow gotten an email address since the costs of

spam communications approach zero (Rotfeld, 1999). One

quick price check showed that a list of dog owning

homeowners in Rhode Island making over $50 k and

enjoying hiking and domestic travel would run about $0.10

per name. Thus, the cost of the bad data is small to the

individual list renter/purchaser, but with replication,

significant costs accrue. This is especially true if there is no

effort made to validate the authenticity of the data.

An additional problem appears to be consistency. Only one

form was ever filled out and yet basic information changed.

Most obviously confusing was Maddie’s gender. It started out

female, but then went through a period of gender-confusion

where she received things addressed to both Ms. and Mr.

until, finally, she transitioned to being almost exclusively

male. If her information is simply computer records that are

passed back and forth, there does not exist a logical basis for

this field to morph.

The messages also contained a ton of hyperbole and the

most puffery ever. The message content indicated a disregard

for Ivan Preston’s (2002, 2003) warnings that advertisements

are subject to dilution from noninformative information and

negation from misinformative information. Offers asked,

“Why Not the Best?,” which contains little to go on. Others

were plainly misleading, such as the announcement that she

was “the CONFIRMED RECIPIENTof a SPECTACULAR

8 day/7 night FANTASY HOLIDAY OFFER” (emphasis in

the original), with only the last word negating the inference of

the trip being a done deal.

The combination of offerings, sometimes arriving in close

temporal proximity, left me wondering if those sending the

mail are aware of correlations in behavior that I had never

considered. Sure, high limit credit cards and luxury vehicles

go together, but not water parks and high-end pianos. An

offer for a pornographic film service coincided with

information about religious education and an appeal from a

faith-based charity. A tea which promised good karma was

followed immediately by a letter from a conservative political

organization (which likely considers karma a threat to the

American way of life).

It is certainly not all bleak. The direct marketers did get

some things right. Zip code and zip plus four drove much of

the information. The name may have been wrong but the

differences in our neighborhood, from a tiny, graduate

student house in Ann Arbor through middle class and maybe

even upper-middle class housing in Rhode Island, were

accurately reflected in the mail received. The poor student

housing never received offers to test drive luxury cars and the

high end credit cards only started to show up more recently.

Clearly, there are some issues to be corrected before we get

to that state of marketing nirvana where the communications

people receive are timely and directly relevant. Madison’s

experience suggests we are not there yet. Importantly, we

need to explicitly recognize the costs associated with bad data,

and the inevitable downward pressure on response rates.

However, there is some glimmer of hope that things are

improving. One recent piece of Maddie’s mail was a

newsletter from the state recycling program. Its lead article,

“Sad Tales of Snail Mail”, instructed the reader on how to

recycle junk mail. Now that is something that is both timely

and relevant. I just wish it had been addressed to someone

who could actually read.
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